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Executive Summary 
 
The goal of the Cisco Systems data center efficiency study is to improve the energy efficiency of Lab C in 
Cisco’s Building 7.  The main phases involved are research, energy analysis, CFD simulations, and lab 
testing.  The first part of the project entailed research in the data center field.  This included attending two 
lectures provided by Cisco, visiting the annual Silicon Valley Data Center Energy Efficiency Summit 
hosted by Network Appliance, going on many data center tours, and taking a 3-day 6Sigma CFD training 
class.  Next, the 1st Law of Thermodynamics was applied to the CRAH (computer room air handler) unit 
as a preliminary analysis in order to gain insight on the air handler’s performance.  Over winter quarter, 
HVAC equipment performance data was collected in order to develop numerical models for a chiller, 
CRAH unit, cooling tower, and water pumps using Engineering Equation Solver software.  The models 
calculated the power requirements and efficiencies of this equipment over varying parameters.  These 
parameters include flow rates due to variable frequency drives (VFDs) on the water pumps and CRAH 
units, chilled water temperature, outdoor air temperature, and lab room temperature.  Once the individual 
equipment models were complete, they were integrated into a single, system level model for optimizing 
all parameters toward best energy efficiency of the system.   
 
Another area of the project was implementing and testing cold aisle containment on a CFD model of Lab 
C.  Containment curtains, blanking panels, and skirts were installed in the virtual model and the resulting 
temperatures of the lab were compared with the unmodified Lab C.  Hot spots due to hot and cold air 
mixing and unequal distribution of the cold air supply were investigated.   
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Introduction 
 
Cisco Systems is interested in improving the energy efficiency of its data centers.  There is a great 
potential for energy savings by raising the ambient temperature in the labs and adjusting the settings of 
the HVAC related equipment for best cooling efficiency.  Last year (2009), a study was done to measure 
the power savings by increasing the lab room temperature in Building 7, Lab D.  Our goal was to expand 
on this research by studying the HVAC cooling system and its relationship with Lab C.  We performed an 
energy analysis on the building cooling system, which involved creating numerical models for the HVAC 
equipment.  These models were integrated into a single program for optimization of parameters such as 
flow rates and temperatures for the chilled water and air.  Computational fluid dynamics software 
program 6Sigma was used to predict the effects of cold aisle containment on Lab C.  If cold aisle 
containment lowers the ambient room temperature, then the set-points of CRAH units can be increased 
for reduced power consumption.  The ultimate goal is to increase the energy efficiency of Lab C for 
financial savings.  In the future, it is possible that our methods and similar modifications may be 
implemented on other labs and data centers.   
 
 Background 
 
As data centers continue to grow in size and power demand, it is evident that great advantages can be 
achieved by optimizing their efficiency.  The energy required to power today’s data centers is so 
excessive that low power server and switch solutions have become a dominant buying factor for 
companies looking to build or renew their data centers.  However, even with the most efficient equipment 
available, there is still a large area of potential improvement for data centers relating to energy use.  
Because nearly all of the power used by the equipment in a datacenter is converted to heat, a large amount 
of energy is often required to remove that heat from the data center.  As a result, data center operators 
have investigated more effective methods to cool data centers.  Many techniques have been adopted to 
help keep energy consumption to a minimum.  However, the processes utilized to cool data centers are 
still rapidly evolving and will continue to do so for many years.  Common data center vocabulary, a list of 
the popular model lines of Cisco networking equipment, and a summary of our lab tours is included in 
Appendix A. 
 
Project Objectives 
 
The following year-long goals were created to serve Cisco’s interests while meeting the requirements for 
the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering senior project course.  The overall goal is to maximize the energy 
efficiency of Lab C cooling equipment settings and physical lab orientation.  The list below further 
explains our intentions. 
 
Analysis 
• Perform energy analysis to find optimum HVAC setting guidelines 
• Use 6Sigma to study the original, unmodified version of Lab C 
• Modify a Lab C model and implement cold aisle containment to reduce temperatures in the room 
 
Experiment and Test 
• Compare original Lab C model to the model with changes 
• Install temperature sensors to measure inlet and outlet temperatures in the CRAH unit for use in our 
energy analysis and to compare with 6Sigma solution to the CFD model 
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Method of Approach 
 
The general approach to a Cal Poly senior design project is to design, build, and test.  This approach is 
effective for a typical senior project where a finished product or machine is the desired outcome.  
However, due to the nature of this project, our approach has been modified and included the following: 
researching data center technology, designing an experiment that will demonstrate reduction in energy 
consumption, and applying engineering fundamentals to study our results. 
 
Initial research was critical to understanding Cisco’s goals toward energy efficiency and their previous 
investigations, such as the case study for raising the ambient temperature in Lab D.  This phase involved 
becoming familiar with data center technology, including Cisco networking equipment, industry standard 
room cooling techniques, and common terminology.  We also attended a three-day course on CFD 
modeling. 
 
The experimental and testing phases were going to consist of implementing optimum settings found by 
our EES model into the CFD analysis.  We hoped to compare the real life outcome to the simulated one.  
One of our goals was to successfully install temperature sensors, which would give valuable information 
for use in the energy analysis and CFD 6Sigma program. 
 
The analysis portion of the project was optimizing various settings for the HVAC equipment such as 
water temperatures, and air flow rates.  CFD modeling included adding cold aisle containment to Lab C 
and rearranging racks in an effort to balance the cooling load. 
 
 
Preliminary Investigation 
 
The first step in studying Lab C’s cooling system and determining its most efficient settings (CRAH fan 
speed, chilled water temperature and valve opening) was to apply the 1st Law of Thermodynamics to the 
CRAH unit.  Air enters the unit at a warmer temperature after it is exhausted from IT equipment and then 
exits from the CRAH at a cooler temperature for IT equipment reentry.  Initially, our only varying 
parameters were the ambient lab air temperature and the air temperature change across the inlet and outlet 
of the CRAH unit (delta T).   
 
A number of assumptions are associated with this preliminary model.  One is that the air was treated as a 
mixture with water vapor.  The relative humidity at that air outlet was assumed to be 50% and the 
humidity ratio was constant, resulting in no water being added or removed from the air as it passes though 
the CRAH.  It was also assumed that there were no significant changes in pressure across the inlet and 
outlet (standard atmospheric).  EES (Engineering Equation Solver) was used to look up the enthalpies of 
the air/water mixture at various temperatures and to solve for the appropriate mass flow rate, given a 
value for delta T.  This mass flow rate was converted into a volumetric flow rate, assuming a constant 
density of air at the ambient temperature.  Please refer to Appendix B for the tables of the required 
volumetric flow rates for changes in temperature and the EES code. 
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Table 1.  Sample Data Table of Temperatures and Flow Rates for Initial 1st Law Analysis 
 
70	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	  
Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	  
4	   70.8	   66.8	   552,455	  
6	   71.2	   65.2	   368,616	  
8	   71.6	   63.6	   276,695	  
10	   72.0	   62.0	   221,542	  
12	   72.4	   60.4	   184,773	  
14	   72.8	   58.8	   158,508	  
16	   73.2	   57.2	   138,809	  
18	   73.6	   55.6	   123,487	  
20	   74.0	   54.0	   111,230	  
22	   74.4	   52.4	   101,200	  
 
We chose arbitrary temperatures for this analysis; the purpose was to see the influence of the ambient 
temperature and delta T on the required flow rate for a given IT load.  The delta T ranges from 4°F to 
22°F, in 2°F intervals.  The ambient room temperature was chosen to be between 68°F and 80°F, also in 
increments of 2°F.  Table 1, shown above, is a sample data table for the 70°F ambient case. 
 
 
Figure 1.  CRAH air flow rate for varied inlet, outlet, and ambient room temperatures. 
 
Figure 1 is a plot of the air flow rate through the CRAH for a range of ambient temperatures and 
temperature differences between the inlet and outlet.  Notice that the ambient temperature had very little 
effect on the required flow rate to cool the room, shown by the slight variation among the lines 
representing ambient temperatures.  On the other hand, the value of delta T appears to have a large effect 
on the flow rate.  As the delta T decreases, the flow rate increases.  Therefore, manipulating the 
temperature change through the CRAH unit allows us to modify the volumetric air flow through the unit.  
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The advantage of reducing the volumetric flow rate of air through the CRAH unit is that the fan power 
can be reduced.  A trial was done in EES where humidity was varied while the ambient room temperature 
was fixed at 77 °F and the temperature difference between the air inlet and outlet was fixed at 15 °F.  
There were negligible differences in air flow rate for each humidity.  Therefore, relative humidity is not 
an influencing factor in the performance of the CRAH unit, unless extreme values cause water 
condensation.  This is discussed further for the CRAH energy analysis. 
 
Investigation into Reducing Fan Speed 
 
For this study, we reduced the volumetric flow rate through the CRAH unit and looked at the effect on 
both Delta T and the theoretical CRAH fan power.  The reference volumetric flow rate is based on a Delta 
T of 15 °F with a relative humidity at the output of the CRAH of 50%.  Figure 2 shows that as the volume 
flow rate is reduced, the Delta T increases while the percent of original fan power decreases rapidly.  The 
fan power is reduced so quickly due to the fact that the power a fan uses is based on the cube of the speed.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Delta T and fan power vs.  percentage of reference volumetric flow rate. 
 
Due to the fact that this study is based on a constant heat transfer, the Delta T is assumed to change to 
whatever amount is required for this constant heat transfer to take place.  In reality, unless the chilled 
water settings were modified to offset the decreased air flow rate, reducing the air flow rate would reduce 
the heat transfer from the chilled water to the air passing through the CRAH unit.  The reduced heat 
transfer rate is due to the reduced convection coefficient between the heat exchanger and the air that flows 
through it.  This convection coefficient is dependent on the velocity of the air over the heat exchanger; 
therefore, decreasing the flow rate of the air through the heat exchanger would decrease the convection 
coefficient, and would reduce the total heat transfer.  Decreasing the temperature of the chilled water 
through the heat exchanger or increasing the chilled water flow rate are possible ways to maintain the 
total heat transfer.   
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Introduction to Energy Analysis 
 
The mechanical drawings of Building 7 were obtained from Steve Conn at Air Systems Inc.  The system 
had four cooling towers, three chillers and multiple pumps.  After reviewing the drawings with Dr. 
Maddren it was decided that we could simplify the system and still get accurate results.  One loop through 
the cooling tower and the evaporator were taken into consideration.  Figure 3 below shows the schematic 
of the simplified system we are analyzing.  The components consist of a cooling tower, a chiller, 3 pumps 
and a CRAH unit.  The analysis that follows is for each of the cooling components shown below. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Simplified schematic of heating and cooling equipment for Building 7. 
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Computer Room Air Handler Model 	  
Analysis of the Liebert F740C model CRAH unit was based on a power curve model derived from 
empirical engineering performance data.  The model utilizes the fact that several variables in the 
calculation of the convection coefficient between the coil and air and the coil and water can be considered 
constant.  This allowed us to create a model where the only input variables were volume flow rate of air 
and water.  It provided us with an overall heat transfer coefficient that can be combined with the log mean 
temperature difference between the coils and the air to solve for the heat transfer.  This model proved to 
be very versatile because the model did not depend on the temperatures of the air and the water; we were 
able to use the model with whatever air and water temperatures we chose.  For the CRAH unit, a dry coil 
analysis was performed, which assumes that there is no condensation of water on the cooling coil.  This is 
valid for the following two reasons: first, the condensation of water inside the CRAH units is typically not 
excessive, and secondly, the sensible and total cooling loads are fairly close together in reference to the 
Liebert CRAH design manual [1], meaning that the latent load is minimal. 
 
The first law analysis of the chilled water is shown below in equation 1.  Given the heat transfer from the 
coil to the air, we are also able to determine the heat transfer into the water. 
 
                                                                                       (eqn I.) 
 
The final EES code can be viewed in Appendix C. 
 
Chiller Model 	  
The manufacturer of the York Chiller supplied our group with engineering data that allowed us to develop 
a model of the chiller.  This model was based on the information contained in the mathematical reference 
“TRNSYS 16” [3].  In order to complete the model the data supplied by the manufacturer was required to 
determine the chiller performance.  The chiller operates by varying the supply temperature to correspond 
with the load.  The pertinent data was the outlet temperatures of the evaporator and condenser at different 
conditions.  The ratios X, Y, and Z (see below) were calculated using a combination of the outlet 
temperatures, the design conditions, the load, and the respective power.  Equation II represents the ratio of 
the total chilled water load for N chillers (1 in our analysis) over the chilled water load at the specified 
design load for this particular chiller.  Equation III calculates the difference in the outlet temperature 
between the condenser and evaporator versus the temperature difference between the two at the design 
conditions.  Equation IV is the ratio of the total power consumption for N chillers to the power 
consumption of the chiller at its design conditions.  The calculation of these three ratios at different 
conditions was necessary to estimate the power consumption of the chiller.     
 
                                                                                                      (eqn II.)    
 
                                                                                             (eqn III.) 
 
                                                                                                        (eqn IV.) 
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Engineering equation solver (EES) was used to plot X, Y, and Z.  From this plot a curve fit in the form of 
equation V below, was determined.  The coefficients were estimated which allowed us to compute the 
power consumption of the chiller at various supply chilled water temperatures.  To verify the accuracy of 
our model we compared it to the data supplied, which resulted in a very small percent difference.   
 
                                                                          (eqn V.) 
 
We plotted the power input to the chiller and the chiller performance as a function of the chilled water 
temperature.  As shown in the figure below, the optimum chilled water temperature can be determined 
where the power input to the chiller is minimized. 
  
 
 
Figure 4.  Chiller power input and chiller performance versus chilled water load. 	  
The model developed will allow us to vary the number of chillers by simply changing one variable.  The 
next step in our analysis is to incorporate the chiller into a model with the other components in the 
system.  This will be accomplished by relating the temperature out of the condenser and flow rate through 
the condenser with the cooling tower.  This loop then transfers heat to the evaporator, which allows a 
connection between the two loops. 	  
Baltimore Air Coil Cooling Tower Model 
 
The performance of the cooling tower was modeled using data provided by the Baltimore Air Coil 
website [2].  On the website, the cooling tower model was chosen and the design flow rate and 
temperatures were input.  These design parameters were provided by the equipment schedule for the 
building drawings.  With the model and design conditions known, a graph of the cooling tower 
performance was output.  From this graph, along with others at varying flow rates, a third-order curve fit 
of the cooling tower data was created using 36 data points.  The curve fit equation can be found in 
Appendix C within the EES code.   
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There are four variables required for the model of the cooling tower.  These variables are the outside air 
wet bulb temperature, water inlet temperature, water outlet temperature, and the mass flow rate of the 
water.  With the curve fit model developed, entering any three variables into the model will output the 
fourth variable.  When incorporated into our energy analysis program, the model will have a fixed wet 
bulb temperature and will allow us to optimize the relationship between mass flow rate, inlet water 
temperature, and outlet water temperature with respect to total system efficiency.   
 
 
Figure 5.  An example of the graphs provided by Baltimore Air Coil detailing the cooling tower performance 
with varying conditions. [2] 
 
The cooling tower model was created using three different graphs showing the cooling tower performance 
at 80%, 100%, and 120% of the design flow rate.  Once the model was created, it was required that we 
test the validity of the data produced by the model against actual cooling tower performance, as dictated 
by the supplied graphs.  This validation was done by using two new graphs from the Baltimore Air Coil 
website, one at 90% and one at 110% of the design flow rate.  Wet bulb temperature, mass flow rate, and 
the exit water temperature were provided to the model, allowing it to output an entrance water 
temperature.   
 
The predicted inlet water temperatures were generally between 1.5 °C and 2.0 °C off from the graphs – 
producing temperatures too warm for flow rates below the design flow rate, and temperatures too high for 
flow rates above the design rate.  Although this error is not negligible, its predictable nature will give us 
the ability to analyze its effect on the final system optimization. 
 
Pump Modeling 	  
Each loop of the simplified system contains a pump that must be modeled.  The performance data for 
each pump in the system was retrieved from the pump manufacturer’s website.  The system curve was 
estimated based on the given design information from the mechanical equipment schedules.  Based on the 
intersection of the system curve with the pump curve, at the design conditions, the impeller size was 
determined.  Data points were extracted from the manufacturer’s data and a quadratic curve fit was 
calculated.  As shown in Figure 6, below, the intersection of the pump curve and system curve shows the 
operating point of the system. 
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Figure 6.  System curve and pump curve versus flow rate. 
 
The pumps in the system will be linked to the different components based on the flow rate through the 
system.  There are a total of three pumps that are all modeled using the same process. 
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Completed Energy Model Results 
 
With all of the equipment components integrated into the energy analysis program, we set out to analyze 
different performance runs to see the effect on total power usage.  As a benchmark for other equipment 
configurations, we compare the power of each run to the original estimated Lab C cooling power usage of 
136.8 kW.  This value is designed to represent the portion of total cooling power that Lab C is using to 
remove the heat from the lab.  For Table 2, below, it is assumed for each run that 700 kW of heat is 
produced by the IT equipment and removed by the cooling equipment.  The 700 kW of heat produced is 
assumed to be evenly divided between the 8 CRAH units in the Lab.    
 
Table 2:  Results obtained from the energy analysis program for varying conditions 
 
We first began by running the program based on the settings Lab C was believed to be operating at during 
the beginning of the project.  As seen in Table 2, this included a chilled water set-point at the design 
temperature of 44°F and the unmodified air flow rate through the CRAH unit of 16,500 CFM.  The 
comparison between this benchmark and the tested configuration can be seen in the right column of the 
table.   
 
As Chris Noland, Vipha Kanakakorn, and his support team already discovered over the previous months 
of the data center energy efficiency project, energy savings can be realized by raising the chilled water 
set-point from the chiller.  Our energy analysis model predicts a 5% savings from raising the chilled water 
set-point from 44°F to 48°F.    
 
While raising the chiller set point temperature saved some energy, as can be seen in the table, the largest 
savings is brought about by implementing VFD control into the CRAH units.  Once VFD control was 
implemented, care had to be taken that the temperatures on the inlet side of the CRAH unit were not 
unfeasibly high.  Because the cooling load required is held constant, the temperature difference across the 
CRAH unit increases as the CRAH air flow rate is reduced.  It can be seen from the third and fourth runs 
that the inlet temperature to the CRAH unit is 92.2°F, which we believe to be too high to operate at.  At 
this temperature, the circuitry in the equipment near the outlet will be receiving much hotter air than the 
front of the equipment.   
 
In order to combat the increased outlet temperature, we then reduced the air temperature out of the CRAH 
unit from 64°F to 56°F.  This effectively slid the temperature out of the CRAH unit down about 8°F.  It 
Chill	  Water	  Set	  
Point(°F)	  
CRAH	  Air	  
(CFM)	  
CRAH	  Air	  In	  
(°F)	  
CRAH	  Air	  Out	  
(°F)	  
CRAH	  Water	  	  
(GPM)	  	  
Total	  Power	  
(kW)	  
Power	  
Savings	  (%)	  
44	   16500	   80.9	   64.0	   35.4	   144.3	   0.0	  
48	   16500	   80.9	   64.0	   35.4	   136.8	   5.2	  
44	   10000	   92.2	   64.0	   21.2	   91.4	   36.7	  
48	   10000	   92.2	   64.0	   20.9	   83.8	   41.9	  
44	   10000	   83.8	   56.0	   26.0	   91.9	   36.3	  
48	   10000	   83.8	   56.0	   34.9	   85.2	   41.0	  
52	   10000	   83.8	   56.0	   58.6	   80.6	   44.1	  
44	   10000	   79.6	   52.0	   35.1	   92.8	   35.7	  
48	   10000	   79.6	   52.0	   59.2	   86.7	   39.9	  
44	   8000	   86.7	   52.0	   29.3	   85.1	   41.1	  
48	   8000	   86.7	   52.0	   46.3	   78.8	   45.4	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can be seen in later runs that VFD control was used to further reduce the air flow down to 8,000 CFM and 
as a result we had to further scale down the inlet and outlet temperatures of the CRAH.   
 
The largest energy savings of 45.4% was found by modifying the air flow rate to 8,000 CFM, the chilled 
water set-point to 48°F, and the air temperature out of the CRAH unit to 52°F.  Because the chilled water 
set-point is so close to the CRAH air outlet temperature, a higher CRAH water flow rate was required to 
increase the heat transfer between the air and the coils in the CRAH unit. 
 
It can be noticed from Table 2 that the temperature differences across the CRAH units are relatively high.  
This means that the performance runs in the table are somewhat deceptive because they are only possible 
if the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of the CRAH unit for that run are possible.  In 
order to get temperature differences that large, cold aisle containment would definitely need to be 
implemented to keep the hot and cold aisles from mixing.  Without cold aisle containment, the 
temperature difference across the CRAH units would be substantially lower, and thus would require a 
much larger air flow rate in order to achieve the same amount of cooling.   
 
Considering that Lab C does not currently contain cold aisle containment, the utilization of VFD control 
would not benefit the lab as much as implementation in a lab that utilizes strict containment.  In fact, 
when inefficiencies present in VFD controllers are accounted for, the actual savings realized by 
implementing VFD controllers in Lab C could be non-existent.  It is important to realize that VFD 
implementation will only save energy when the space being cooled can utilize the air flow variability.  
However, it is also important to note that a large part of the reason Lab C has smaller temperature 
differences across the cold and hot aisles is due to the excessively large amount of air flow in the room.  If 
the air flow out of the CRAH units is reduced, the temperature difference across the cold and hot aisles 
will naturally increase as a result.  Therefore, we are unable to conclusively state the amount of savings 
that VFD implementation would account for in Lab C.   
 
Special care needs to be taken to ensure that the air flow to the IT equipment required for each aisle is not 
drastically different than the air flow provided through the floor grilles for that aisle.  For example, if the 
IT equipment is trying to suck in 4,000 CFM of air in a particular aisle and the floor grilles for that aisle 
are only providing 3,000 CFM of air then air will be drawn from other sources to meet the need of the IT 
equipment.  The other sources of air drawn from are likely to include air from the neighboring warm 
aisles.  Ideally, the IT equipment and the amount of air exiting the floor grilles would be linked by a 
controller so that the air flow rates would always match.  The most feasible way of achieving this is by 
implementing pressure transducers that detect air pressure on each side of the aisle.  By managing the 
pressure on each side, any increase or decrease in pressure due to an air flow mismatch can be corrected 
by the VFD controller.   
 
Lab Testing 
 
On May 5, 2010 our team traveled to Cisco in San Jose, California.  Our goal was to install temperature 
sensors throughout Lab C in order to obtain actual data to compare to our CFD and EES model.  Our 
main contact Chris Noland lectured us for about 2 hours on the way he thought was best to install the 
temperature sensors.  Our task was to create many daisy chained sets of Dallas temperature sensors using 
Ethernet cable.  Daisy chaining is a term that describes the method of connecting multiple sensors in a 
string.  The temperature sensors were connected to the Ethernet cable through crimp on connectors.  
Crimp on connectors would save us valuable time from having to solder all connections.  Figure 7 below 
shows the box of Dallas temperature sensors that we attached to the clip on connectors.  The temperature 
sensors were spaced on the Ethernet cable so that they would record readings at two levels on the front of 
the rack and one on the back.  The Ethernet cable was then connected to the lab’s network through a RJ-
45 port for routing the signal to a distant Cisco building network mediator.  The mediator is shown in 
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Figure 8.  Near the mediator’s location on the other side of the lab, cable from the RJ-45 ports that 
corresponded to aisle locations on which the temperature sensors were installed was routed directly into a 
punch block.  The punch block is a tool used for dividing down a large number of signal carrying input 
wires to much smaller number of outputs.  This reduction was necessary due to the Mediator, which only 
had four connections, because we expected to have over 50 daisy chain signals.  The mediator had a 
firmware program that was accessible through a common web browser, allowing you to see the 
connection and monitor the temperature. 
  
	  
           Figure 7.  Dallas Temperature Sensors                    Figure 8.  Cisco Building Network Mediator [3] 
The goal was to create approximately 20 strands of Ethernet cable with 3 temperature sensors daisy 
chained to distribute throughout the lab at, especially at racks that Chris and Vipha found to have high 
temperatures.  We also needed multiple strands with 2 temperature sensors connected in order to drape 
one sensor on each side of the cold aisle containment curtains.  The remaining temperature sensors were 
for measuring the temperatures on the inlet and outlets of the CRAH units for our EES code and the CFD 
model.  In order to tackle this large installation, we decided to first test out one strand in order to confirm 
this was a valid set-up and everything communicated properly.  We set up one piece of Ethernet cable 
with three temperature sensors and hooked it up above one of the racks.  After everything was connected 
through the punch block and connected to the mediator, the mediator failed to pick up the signals from the 
temperature sensors.  We double checked all of the connections and restarted the mediator multiple times, 
but we still had no success.   
 
In order to determine what the problem in connectivity was we decided to run a few different 
experiments.  This would allow us to figure out what was causing the problem.  The connections on the 
punch block were secured using a crimping tool that automatically stripped the wire.  Upon closer 
observation of these connections it seemed as though some of the wires were not stripped completely 
which would affect the relay of the signal.  This was the first potential problem we recognized, so we 
begin the process of troubleshooting by bypassing the punch block.  We hooked up one strand of 
temperature sensors above a rack in the lab and then routed the cable from the corresponding port across 
the lab directly into the mediator, without the punch block.  Unfortunately, the mediator was still unable 
to recognize a signal.  We restarted the mediator software program each time we tried a different 
configuration to ensure the program was searching for a signal following a different troubleshooting step.  
Next, we wanted to rule out a problem with the particular port located above the rack that we tested with 
the mediator bypass.  By testing other ports in the lab, we agreed that the particular port we were using 
was not problematic.  Another concern of ours was the limitation on distance for routing the small voltage 
signal from the Dallas sensors.  Figure 9 below shows relative size of the lab.  This is a view looking 
down one aisle and this particular lab has approximately 35 rows. 
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Figure 9.  View of one aisle of equipment in Lab C at Cisco. 
 
To determine if distance limitations were causing a problem, we hooked the Ethernet cable with the 
temperature sensors that were crimped on directly into one port on the mediator.  Plugging the sensors 
and cable directly into the mediator did not solve the issue.  Chris Noland and his support team had 
previously set up a temperature sensor that was simply twisted onto an Ethernet cable and the mediator 
was picking up the signal.  To check the ports on the mediator we were using we plugged this strand that 
we knew was working directly into the mediator, and verified that the ports were working.  Once these 
potential problems were eliminated, the problem was narrowed down to either signal degradation through 
the lab network, the crimp on connectors, or both combined.  While we were assembling the crimp on 
connectors to the temperature sensors, we noticed that not all of the connections were secure.  We decided 
to run a second test using the Ethernet cable and simply twisting the Ethernet cable to the temperature 
sensors, similar to Chris and his team’s successful first try.  For this type of twisted connection, 
successful communication between the mediator and different ports in the lab was inconsistent.  This led 
to the conclusion that the network of ports and cables in the lab was definitely an issue, probably due to 
noise or signal degradation.  We had suspected that the crimp on connectors were an issue so we tested 
those as well.  We used the same type of cable that was used in Chris and his team’s set up, and we 
hooked up a temperature sensor using the connectors.  Unfortunately, there was no signal detected.  After 
running these experiments, we told Chris our conclusions on what worked and what did not.  Due to time 
limitations with the academic year, our team was not able to return to Cisco and complete the original 
task. 
 
Although we were unsuccessful at accomplishing the original goal of monitoring temperatures with the 
sensors, this was an extremely rewarding experience our senior project group.  Even though problems 
were encountered on installation day, we were able to apply our problem solving skills to determine the 
cause.  We really appreciate all of the accommodations and assistance provided by Chris and his team. 
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CFD Simulations 
 
Lab C Nameplate Research 
 
As requested by Vipha Kanakakorn, a data analyst for Cisco Systems, the senior project team researched 
the last outstanding IT equipment from her CFD model’s inventory of Lab C.  This new equipment did 
not actually exist in 6Sigma’s library, but it was necessary to research its compatibility with equipment 
that 6Sigma did have.  If a preexisting model was close enough to the needed model after comparing 
specifications, then simple tweaks would prevent the need for an entire new 6Sigma equipment model to 
be built.  A few of the premade library items were adjusted to resemble the desired equipment, but most 
equipment was significantly different and incompatible.  Therefore, a spreadsheet of unique equipment 
was compiled, containing the model numbers and manufacturer website links to any corresponding 
specification information.  This list of needed equipment was submitted to Future Facilities, Inc., in order 
for the models to be custom built.  Once the models were finished, Vipha added them to Lab C’s CFD 
model for its final completion.  There were some problems getting the model to converge, but Gareth 
Johns from Future Facilities, Inc. was very helpful in finding a solution.  One of his successful 
adjustments was changing the mounting rails from a custom setting to “simplified.” The students received 
this fully complete model from Vipha and began implementing cold aisle containment. 
 
Lab Efficiency Improvements 
 
The senior project team applied skills 
learned from a 6Sigma training course, 
which was taught by Akhil Docca, onto the 
completed CFD model of Lab C to predict 
and study changes toward better energy 
efficiency from cold aisle containment.  
Cold aisle containment saves energy 
because it helps minimize the reheating of 
cold air from contact with hot air.  It 
involves placing a barrier, which is usually 
a curtain or door panel, around the aisles of 
racks lined with the inlets of the IT 
equipment.  Figure 10, on the right, shows 
a prototype curtain before full 
implementation is done on Lab C.  Skirts 
are 6 inch tall strips that span the length of 
the aisle and are made of the same PVC 
material as the curtains.  They are installed on the front lower edge of each rack, sealing the 
space between the raised floor and the rack.  As cool air from the air conditioning unit 
(ACU) exits the plenum under the raised floor and rises through the floor tiles, it is trapped in the cold 
aisle for direct entry into IT equipment.  The air is heated as it passes through the equipment and out of 
the exhaust into the hot aisle.  Blanking panels fill gaps in the racks from empty slots and prevent cold air 
from leaking out through these openings.  The term “complete cold aisle containment” is used when the 
top of the aisle is covered.  This will not be possible in Lab C due to the height of its false ceiling and 
adherence to fire safety regulations.  Therefore, partial containment was implemented on the CFD model. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.  Sample cold aisle containment curtain installed 
for testing in Lab C. 
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Cold Aisle Containment in 6Sigma 
 
Curtains and skirts were modeled in 
6Sigma by using solid obstructions with 
zero thickness.  A screen shot of the 
cold-aisle contained model is shown on 
the left in Figure 11.  Having no 
thickness resembled the thin PVC 
material.  The curtains were 7.7 feet tall 
by 3.5 feet wide panels installed at the 
end of every aisle.  The skirts were 6 
inches tall and spanned the length of the 
aisle, being attached at the bottom edge 
of every rack.  Arranging the lab into 
pairs of cold aisles often required a few 
racks to be relocated. 
Many times the end of the aisle racks 
were not lined up and it was necessary 
to shift a number of racks in a row, in 
order for the 2 ends of paired rows to be exactly opposite each other.  Once this requirement was satisfied, 
a curtain was installed at each cold aisle.  The air conditioning units (ACU), or CRAHs, posed a spacing 
problem due to their long width.  The only way that ends of a CRAH would line up for a curtain was if 
there was a large gap next to the CRAH in that aisle.  These gaps were simply filled with a narrow 
curtain, shown as a small gray panel between the leftward CRAH and a rack in Figure 8.  In practice, 
installing a curtain would require some kind of mounting system like that at the aisle ends, but this was 
not a concern in the CFD model. 
 
The “align” feature of 6Sigma was frequently used to mate the surfaces of 2 virtual objects together.  
Proper alignment prevented collision errors, which must be resolved in the model before running the 
solution process.  Any excess unused racks were moved to the edges of the lab; no racks were deleted.  
Please note that all equipment in the model was arranged at the rack level, meaning no servers, routers, 
etc.  were moved from one rack to another. 
 
The grid cell count in the original CFD model, which is the resolution of the solution, was set to 4 
million.  However, adding cold aisle containment increased the complexity of the model and required a 
higher count.  We used 25 million for our models because it provided acceptable resolution, while taking 
a reasonable 12 to 14 hours to solve.  All CFD simulations were run on a newly purchased server with a 6 
core, 3.3 GHz Xenon processor and 16 GB of RAM; a high end, dual core processor based laptop was not 
powerful enough.  The “Remote Desktop Connection” feature of Windows was used through a VPN 
connection to access the server machine on the Cisco campus.  We ran into problems trying to use the 
laptop’s floating license for 6Sigma on the server machine, but luckily Tom Wu and Alex Dorn were very 
helpful with troubleshooting.  The solution was to enter the IP address instead of the computer name into 
the “Manage License Servers” window of 6Sigma and all security software was required to be off.  
Furthermore, an extremely stable, high speed internet connection was required.  Any pauses or breaks in 
connectivity between the laptop and the server machine would often crash 6Sigma during its solution 
process, making the results useless.  We highly recommend for future projects that a floating license for 
6Sigma is directly installed on the computer running the simulations because there were many set-backs 
from accessing a license remotely on the laptop. 
 
 
 
Curtain	  	  Blanking	  Panels	  	  
Skirt	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  ACU	  	  	  
Figure 11.  Cold aisle containment in 6Sigma. 
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Comparison Between Lab C Models 
 
Our initial thoughts were that cold aisle containment would be most effective at lowering temperatures if 
all actively running racks were arranged in pairs of isolated rows, but this was not the layout in the 
original model.  Figure 12 shows a screen shot of the original, unchanged model.  This is a temperature 
distribution map, or result plane, at a height of 1 meter above the raised floor.  Usually this elevation is at 
the middle of the racks.  Notice the racks loaded with equipment in the last single aisle on the far right 
side of the room, named Row S.  These racks, separate from the other paired rows of racks in the room, 
were exchanged for empty racks in the main cold aisles.  With all extra active racks located in paired cold 
aisles, it was now appropriate to remove the floor grilles in the outer edges of the room, where empty 
racks remained.  We replaced these floor grilles with standard floor tiles, hoping to increase the upward 
flow of cool air through the main room’s floor grilles and into the central aisles.  More air flow would 
provide better cooling.  Curtains, blanking panels, and skirts were then installed for partial cold aisle 
implementation, similar to all of our CFD models. 
 
Figure 12.  Temperature distribution at 1 meter above floor for Lab C before partial cold aisle containment. 
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Two models were tested with the active rack consolidation approach.  The only difference between the 
first and second versions of our modified models is that racks were shifted around in an effort to balance 
temperatures in the cold aisles.  Temperatures in the first model were far higher than expected, especially 
on the right side of the room, and remained in the second model—cold aisle containment did not appear 
to be having a positive effect.  The results of our 2nd model with cold aisle containment are illustrated on 
the next page in Figure 13.  It shows another result plane in 6Sigma, also at 1 meter above the raised 
floor.  There is clearly a large hotspot near the upper right corner of the room, where only empty racks 
existed in the original model.  We suspect this was the result of grouping heavy equipment together, even 
though many of these powerful racks were alternated with empty ones to help spread out heat dissipation.  
 
Figure 13.  Temperature distribution at 1 meter above raised floor Lab C model with high rack density. 
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A streamline flow plot of cool air in the plenum turned us away from removing the loaded racks from 
Row S and changed our cold aisle strategy.  Reference Figure 14 for this screen shot of the streamlines.  
We found that even though the floor grilles near Row S (last row on the right) were closed, CRAH supply 
air was still circulating in the plenum for that area of the room, as it did in the original, unmodified CFD 
model.  The unchanging plenum air flow pattern, combined with the newly created hot spots of the room 
from more densely packed racks, provoked us to return active racks to Row S on the right of the lab and 
reopen the nearby floor tiles.  Furthermore, after considering that Row S is somewhat enclosed by the 
room’s solid right wall, we decided that Row S resembles a standalone cold aisle, having only one row of 
racks. 
 
.  
Figure 14.  Stream line plot illustrating CRAH-supplied air distribution and flow pattern in plenum. 
 
The next model was run with active racks placed back into Row S.  As in all of our models, we were 
careful to avoid lining up powerful, warm running racks close to each other, as this type of arrangement 
would encourage higher temperatures.  The result plane for our 3rd cold aisle containment simulation 
looks promising and is in Figure 15.  As with the previous models, this includes blanking panels, skirts, 
and end of the aisle curtains.  The 6Sigma solution shows no major hotspots and many pieces of IT 
equipment appear to be 5 or so degrees cooler than in the model without cold aisle containment.  These 
results can be viewed and compared vertically in Appendix D.  While the mean outlet and inlet 
temperatures are reduced, the maximum temperatures did not seem to significantly change, with a random 
spread throughout the lab.  We feel that the maximum temperatures may be more dependent on the 
arrangement of equipment in slots within the rack, than conditions in the room.  Further follow up testing 
would be required. 
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Figure 15.  Temperature distribution at 1 meter above floor for Lab C with cold aisle implementation and 
equipment in Row S. 
 
Figure 16.  Hot exhaust air mixing with colder supply air, likely due to inadequate upward flow. 
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A serious downside in our 3rd model was that upward flow from the plenum and into the cold aisles 
appears to be severely restricted.  The upward flow plot can be viewed in Figure 16, with the red floor 
tiles indicating no upward flow.  This upward flow was far better in the original model with fully exposed 
cold aisles, even though it had some problems with flow too.  Refer to Appendix D, where many results 
are displayed vertically for comparison.  Restricted flow is troubling because the CRAH units will have to 
run cooler if they are to provide the same cooling to racks with lower air flow, and this increases energy 
consumption.  Inadequate airflow into the cold aisles can also induce hot and cold air mixing.  Figure 17 
depicts an up-close view on a streamline plot for this scenario.  The red streamlines of heated air exit 
warm IT equipment and flow over racks in the neighboring contained cold aisle.  The equipment that the 
red streamlines are entering appears to be sucking in this air, probably due to the inadequate supply of 
cool air flowing upward.  If the flow of cool air from the floor grilles was stronger, cool air would feed 
into the inlets of the CRAH units, instead of the hot air being pulled in from another aisle.  We do not 
think lowering the false ceiling would solve this problem correctly.  While this would help prevent the 
penetration of hot air, it would not change the fact these racks need more airflow than what is available.  
Our team does not have any proposals as to why there are upward flow problems in the version with cold 
aisle containment. 
 
 
Figure 17.  Upward flow for cold aisle contained version of Lab C.  More locations of zero flow exist 
compared to original Lab C model. 
 
We also aimed to balance out the load on the CRAH units.  By spreading out racks of varying heat 
outputs in Lab C, we hoped that no CRAH units would be overloaded as they were in the original model; 
the equipment causing the overload would be moved to a location near an underutilized CRAH unit.  In a 
trial and error process by referring to the past model’s cooling load distribution, racks were shifted in a 
direction to balance the room.  However, instead of the loads being equally distributed in our 2nd and 3rd 
versions of Lab C, the usage on 2 of the CRAH units was flipped.  Appendix D shows a comparison of 
the cooling load percentages.  The 3rd model’s plot for the cooling loads is on the following page in 
Figure 18.  The light blue colored (25 % used) CRAH unit in the bottom center of the room shifted from 
Hot/Cold	  
Air	  Mixing	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an upper left location in the original, unmodified model, where the yellow CRAH unit now exists.  Our 
outcome demonstrates the high difficulty of balancing the cooling load on all CRAHs evenly in a lab 
containing racks of various power requirements and heat outputs.   
 
 
Figure 18.  Percentage of utilized cooling load on CRAHs in 3rd cold aisle contained version of Lab C. 
 
We compared the cooling loads and supply/return air temperatures for the CRAH units from the original 
model without cold aisle containment to this new version with cold aisle containment, in Table 3.  The 
two highest percent differences in cooling load refer to the CRAHs at 25% that traded places.  
Independent of that change, the total lab cooling load stayed nearly constant, only increasing by 0.2 %, or 
2 kilowatts in our modified room.  These numbers agree with the conservation of energy, since no IT 
equipment was added or removed from the lab.  This also serves as a partial check that nearly all energy 
was accounted for by 6Sigma in its solution.  Additionally, a larger delta T between the supply and the 
return air matched with a higher cooling load, which makes sense intuitively.  It must be understood that 
data centers generally have a more controlled environment, with racks containing identical equipment and 
equal power consumption.  This is the opposite case for Lab C, where many experiments and 
modifications take place.  Efforts to balance out a cooling load distribution are far more practical and 
predictable in a controlled environment, where all racks are identical. 
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Table 3.  Comparison of Modified Lab C Cooling Loads, Supply, and Return Air 
Temperatures to Those in Original Model  
	  
Original	  
Model	   	   	   	  
New	  
Model	   	   	   	  
	  
Load	  
(kW)	  
Tin	  (deg	  
F)	  
Tout	  
(deg	  F)	  
Delta	  T	  
(deg	  F)	  
Load	  
(kW)	  
Tin	  
(deg	  F)	  
Tout	  
(deg	  F)	  
Delta	  T	  
(deg	  F)	  
%	  
Difference	  
	   38.53	   69.82	   62.38	   7.43	   77.91	   70.75	   55.69	   15.07	   68	  
	   78.92	   68.23	   56.35	   11.88	   89.73	   70.02	   52.68	   17.33	   13	  
	   110.60	   72.75	   51.37	   21.38	   104.60	   73.53	   53.31	   20.21	   6	  
	   112.00	   72.82	   51.19	   21.64	   119.50	   73.53	   51.57	   21.96	   6	  
	   92.91	   72.68	   54.86	   17.82	   90.88	   73.56	   56.01	   17.55	   2	  
	   69.13	   69.67	   57.04	   12.64	   96.43	   71.08	   52.45	   18.63	   33	  
	   105.10	   71.56	   51.24	   20.32	   42.10	   69.55	   61.39	   8.15	   86	  
	   126.50	   76.42	   51.96	   24.46	   114.00	   73.49	   51.46	   22.03	   10	  
Total	  
Load	  
(kW)	   733.69	   	   	   	   735.15	   	   	   	   	  
 
Our team attempted to modify the CRAH supply air flow rates in 6Sigma in order to see the effects that 
variable frequency drives (VFDs) would have on cooling of the lab.  We were concerned that reduced 
flow would provide inadequate pressure in the plenum, and poor cooling of IT equipment in the upper 
regions of racks would result; cold air would fail to rise to equipment inlets.  This is the same problem 
that our final cold aisle contained model was shown to have.  We changed the flow rates proportionally to 
the percentage of cooling used for each CRAH unit, as indicated by 6Sigma.  Jacob Bond, with the Future 
Facilities support team, explained that this scenario would more closely resemble using different air 
conditioning units instead of altering fan speeds.  The solution showed some increased IT equipment 
temperatures, and unexpectedly a percent cooling capacity used of zero percent for the same previously 
mentioned light blue colored CRAH unit.  Other CRAH units picked up the load from the one now at zero 
percent, but were overloaded.  We do not feel the solution at reduced flow rates is realistic of the 
operating conditions in Lab C.  An extensive, time consuming installation of VFD controllers and sensors 
would be required for an accurate picture of what would happen when the fans in CRAH units do not run 
at full speed. 
 
Partial Cold Aisle Containment Conclusions 
 
• 6Sigma software was only able to solve CFD models with a stable connection to a floating license and 
a grid cell count of more than 4 million, which was the original setting.  Our solutions used 25 million. 
 
• The strategy of balancing heat producing equipment, installing blanking panels, and the 
implementation of cold aisle containment combined reduced both inlet and outlet temperatures on 
many pieces of IT equipment by as much as 5 degrees. 
 
• The maximum temperatures of the lab, reached by only a couple pieces of equipment, did not 
significantly change between the open lab and that with cold aisle containment. 
 
• Relocating high power racks to different areas of the room did not reduce the overall cooling load.  All 
that changed was the load distribution across the 8 CRAH units in the room.  Many unobvious and 
uncontrolled variables make it extremely difficult to equalize load on CRAHs based on IT power 
requirements. 
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• Lab C has a cooler temperature distribution when racks containing active IT equipment are spaced out 
and remain in Row S rather, than consolidated in pairs of cold aisles. 
 
• The upward cold air flow from the raised plenum and through the floor grilles had greater variation in 
the model with cold aisle containment and rearranged equipment, than in the unmodified room.  There 
is an increased number of floor grilles with zero upward flow in the cold aisle model, and the reason 
behind this is unknown. 
 
Hotspot in Original Model 
 
Chris Noland and Herman Chu suggested that we investigate the reasons behind a hotspot in the original 
version of Lab C.  A screenshot showing this hotspot and illustrating the reason behind it is shown in 
Figure 16, directly below. 
 
 
Figure 16.  Overheating in original model caused by hot air infiltrating cold aisle and entering IT equipment 
inlet. 
 
Hot air from the outlet ports is entering the cold aisle through gaps around a vertical support beam (cream 
colored square), which is in the middle of a row of racks.  Mixing is occurring in the cold aisle and 
heating up the air, shown by the orange and yellow colored streamlines, before entering the networking 
equipment in the racks.  Additionally, a plot of the upward flow revealed that just like in our cold aisle 
contained model, areas of restricted flow led to higher temperatures.  The inlets were pulling in warm air 
because there was not enough of a supply of cold air.  Options to solve this heating problem would be to 
increase the supply of cold air with higher CRAH fan speeds or relocation of the heavy equipment to an 
area of the room with excess upward flow.  Installing blockages to protect the cold aisle would also likely 
decrease temperatures because mixing would be reduced, while upward flow would be forced to remain 
in its own aisle. 
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Appendix A.  Background Information 
 
Vocabulary Defined 
 
ASICS – Application specific integrated circuits that provide memory storage and computing to speed 
processing of packets. 
 
Blanking Panels - Blanking Panels prevent the hot air and cold air from mixing together by filling a 
vacancy in a rack and acting as a divider between the cold and hot aisles. 
 
CRAC Units - Computer Room Air Conditioners: Monitor and stabilize the temperature, air flow, and 
humidity in data centers. 
 
Curtains - Curtains designed to act as barriers to air flow.  They are often placed at the ends of the rows 
of racks to prevent mixing between the cold and hot aisles.  The curtains are usually made of a transparent 
material for less of an intrusion on data center operations. 
 
Dynamic CRAH Control – Network the “Computer Room Air Handlers” into a smarter cooling system 
that can cool certain areas when required, and ignore others when cooling is not needed. 
 
Free Cooling  - Possible when the outside temperature is sufficiently low enough to provide cooling for 
the chilled water system instead of operating chiller equipment 
 
Hard-wall Enclosures – Similar to the curtains, but these are solid clear walls that are installed between 
the ceiling and top of the racks, or from the floor to the ceiling in order to prevent mixing.  When placed 
between the tops of racks and ceiling, hard-wall enclosures can allow for the exhaust of the racks to be 
directed straight to the CRAC intake.  These walls can also offer a complete separation between the hot 
aisles and cold aisles. 
 
Hot/Cold Aisle – Air from a maintained cold space in front of racks flows through the units and then is 
exhausted at a higher temperature from the rear. 
 
Humidity Ratio – Ratio of the mass of water vapor to the mass of dry air. 
 
Indirect Evaporative Cooling – Removes energy from the air with a heat exchanger between air flow 
and water flow. 
 
Internet Protocol – IP, common protocol used for data communication over the internet, also referred to 
as TCP/IP. 
 
Modular Design – Allows the same housing unit for different interchangeable components. 
 
Moore’s Law – The number of resistors that reasonably fit on a transistor is predicted to double every 2 
years (referred to at Fall efficiency summit). 
 
Natural Ventilation [6] - For data centers in relatively dry climates, solar or wind driven chimneys may 
be used to manage air flow.  Natural drafts are created which will intake cool air at ground level and then 
exhaust the warm air from the hot aisles through the chimneys on the top of the building. 
 
Packet Loss – Occurs when at least one packet or data fails to reach destination in network 
PCB – Printed circuit board 
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PDU – Power distribution unit, usually installed on racks 
 
Plenum – Air passage way under a VUF 
 
Power Supplies [6] - The importance of efficient power supplies is often overlooked in data centers.  
Implementing more efficient power supplies that are operating closer to their highest efficiency load  
will make a significant difference in power consumption. 
 
PUE - Ratio of total power supplied to the data center facility to power routed to IT equipment. 
 
Rack Orientation - Placement of the components that have a higher tolerance for heat at the top of the 
racks because the hotter air will always be located at higher levels. 
 
Relative Humidity – Ratio of the partial pressure of water vapor to the saturated water vapor pressure. 
 
Router – Designed to connect and share multiple networks, directs data through the best path. 
 
SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol 
 
Switch – Used to create networks and act as a controller for the exchange of data between devices. 
 
VFD – Variable frequency drive, saves energy since fan energy consumption varies with the cube of fluid 
speed. 
 
VOF – Vertical overhead system 
 
VUF – Vertical underfloor system 
 
NEBS GR-63-CORE [7] 
 
Data centers are governed by Network Equipment Building Systems (NEBS) which are a set of technical 
requirements .  These were developed by AT&T’s Bell labs with the purpose of increasing the reliability 
of network switches.  Compliance with this code is demonstrated by testing products in a nationally 
recognized testing laboratory (NRTL).  Some of the issues covered by the code are fire resistance, 
temperature and humidity, shock vibration, earthquake, contaminants, noise, altitude, lighting, floor 
loading and spatial requirements.  The specific requirements we looked up that pertained to areas of our 
project were: 
• Minimum aisle width of 30”, wiring aisle width of 24”, and a frame height of 84” 
• Average acceptable equipment heat load for a typical building is 860 W/m2 or 79.9 W/ft2 
• Typical heat release per frame for a multi-frame assembly is 100 W/ft2 
• Higher heat release values are acceptable with wider aisles to spread the heat over a larger area 
• Aisle facing surface temperature for equipment should not exceed 38˚C or 100˚F because this 
poses a burn hazard 
• Preferred design for equipment is to have the air flow intake at the front or bottom of the 
equipment and exhausts to the back or the top 
• Maximum allowable sound level is 40dBA at 48 inches for individual equipment frames (up to 
7dBA above this requirement may be acceptable) 
• Total floor loading limit of 735 kg/m2 or 150.6 lb/ft2  
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Major Model Lines: 
 
 3800 Integrated Services Route5 [8] 
• Generally used in retail stores, banks, offices 
• No downtime when replacing modules 
• Integrated hardware encryption chips 
6500 Catalyst [8] 
• Connects distribution network to core 
• High speed modular switch 
• Combines 2 layer switching with 3 layer routing 
• Aggregation allows for over subscription 
CRS – 1 Carrier Class Router [8] 
• High capacity service provider router 
• Line card replacement upgrades existing unit 
• Usually sold at 50% capacity 
• Heat and port density poses a problem 
Nexus 7000 [9] 
• Designed for scalability flexibility and manageability  
• 10 slot chassis supporting up to 256 10 GB ports in a single system 
• Two dedicated slots for supervisor modules and 8 slots for interface modules 
• Designed to meet needs for data centers of all sizes 
MDS 9200 [10] 
• Configurable up to 48 Fibre Channel ports 
• VSAN technology for hardware enforced isolated environments 
• Supports up to 16, 2-Gbps Fibre Channel links 
• Introduces virtual SAN technology for lower operating costs 
 
Silicon Valley Data Center Energy Efficiency Summit [11,12] 
 
On October 15th, members of our project team attended the Data Center Energy Efficiency Summit in 
Sunnyvale.  At the summit, we were introduced to many concepts and techniques regarding data center 
cooling and efficiency.  It quickly became evident that the most effective method to cool a data center 
involves keeping the cool inlet air separate from the warm exhaust air.  This was accomplished many 
different ways and to different degrees by a number of the presenters.  During the summit it was 
acknowledged that liquid cooling is superior to air cooling.  However, due to the complexity of 
implementing a liquid cooling solution, the upfront costs, and the theoretical risk to the equipment, liquid 
cooling was not a solution seriously considered by most at this point in time.   
 
Another major presentation of the summit detailed the effects of raising the data center ambient 
temperature.  The experiment, presented by Chris Noland and Vipha Kanakakorn, proved that energy 
savings could be realized by raising the ambient temperature, although the vast majority of any energy 
reduction is due to the ability to raise the chilled water temperature of the chiller units.  One of the 
downsides to raising the ambient temperature is that most of the fans in a data center are programmed to 
ramp up in speed with increasing temperature.  Since the power consumption of a fan increases with 
speed to the third power, increasing fan speed can be very detrimental to reducing energy consumption.  
Due to the fact that most of the fans are provided and encased by manufacturers within each individual 
unit, specifying the increased power load from the fans is extremely difficult to accomplish.  The other 
major concern from raising the ambient temperature that equipment life may be reduced by higher 
temperatures.  In response to this concern, it was pointed out during a presentation that as long as the 
80°F air intake temperature designated by ASHRAE is not surpassed, the equipment should operate 
properly and safely. 
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The energy efficiency summit was a positive experience for our team in that it provided us with a number 
of feasible ideas for increasing the cooling efficiency in the Cisco Lab, and gave us a more 
comprehensive understanding of the data center industry. 
 
Cal Poly Data Center Tour [13] 
 
As part of a learning experience for our group, we were given a tour through one of Cal Poly’s data 
centers by Ricardo Uc, operations and product support for Cal Poly’s ITS department.  Since Ricardo 
asked, we gave him an idea of the knowledge we had expected to gain from the tour.  He started out by 
showing us many thermometers that the staff had placed throughout the data center so that we would get 
an idea of the temperature differences between the floor and ceiling, as well as the hot aisles versus the 
cold aisles.  The changes in temperature were easy to feel by shifting our hands up and down.  Ricardo 
showed us a few different types of equipment and the pattern the racks were arranged in.  He explained 
that switches do not require as much power relative to servers and do not exhaust nearly the amount of 
heat that servers do.  The power strips mounted on the back of each rack each had a digital display, 
indicating the number of amps being consumed.  Each power strip had a maximum rating in amps, but he 
mentioned that a loose 20% margin is necessary for unexpected power demands.  The only method to 
reduce mixing was a fan on the floor.  It was directed toward the top of a rack to prevent hot air from 
flowing up and over the rack, mixing with the cold air at the intake.  Vented tiles were scattered 
throughout the cold aisles.  A plenum existed underneath the tiles, which is designed to build up the cold 
air’s pressure before traveling upward and through the perforated tiles.  At the end of the tour, he gave us 
a paper showing the layout of the power systems used by the data center.  He suggested that one way to 
save energy would be using solar panels on the components with a low energy demand.  All of us thought 
that the tour was a very useful introduction to a data center.  We were exposed to the look of a basic data 
center, equipment that they use, the temperature differences, and some of the cooling methods. 
 
San Jose Tours 
 
Cisco Building 7 Roof Tour 
 
The purpose of the Building 7 roof tour provided by Curtis Walker was to introduce us to the HVAC 
equipment that we would be dealing with for our 1st law Analysis.  We were able to see the chillers, 
cooling towers, and pumps.  The tour also gave us a chance to learn about the processes involved in the 
cooling process including the delivery of the chilled water to the rooms.  In the end, we came away with a 
much greater understanding of the Building 7 HVAC operations that will prove very useful in the coming 
months for our data center analysis. 
  
Oracle 
 
The tour at Oracle showed us a traditional raised floor data center without cold or hot aisle containment.  
The reason given to explain why there was no containment was that the load was so small that there 
would be little benefit in separating the hot and cold airflows.  The focus on the Oracle tour tended to be 
on the VFD fan system they utilized in their CRAH units.  These VFD devices allowed the airflow 
through the CRAH units to be varied dynamically based on the cooling loads required in the lab. 
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Sun 
 
Our tour at Sun showed us a non-raised-floor datacenter using the more unique method of hot-aisle 
containment.  The warm air that passed through each piece of equipment in the racks was contained in the 
warm aisle, and only allowed to leave when it passed through the forced fan system that blew the air over 
the cooling coils.  During our tour at Sun, we also got the chance to see their modular data center 
prototype, which was contained in a shipping module.  The modular nature of this data center allows it to 
be deployed quickly and easily at very diverse locations.    
 
NetApp 
 
During our visit to Network Appliance we were privileged to see two data centers, both of them 
extremely advanced in terms of energy efficiency.  Most notable was the lab in Building 7 that served as a 
prototype for the next generation data center.  The data center in Building 7 featured free-air cooling 
through filters installed on the sides of the building that allowed cool outside air to travel through the 
building.  The data center was installed on the slab of the building – there was no raised floor present.  
Passage through an airtight sliding door was required to enter the rows of equipment.  These cold aisles 
utilized positive pressure and were sealed in order to keep air from leaking around the equipment instead 
of through it. 
 
Six Sigma CFD Training [14] 
 
Our team attended a three-day class on Cisco’s campus in order to learn Future Facilities’ Six Sigma CFD 
software.  The goal of this class was to build a 3-D model of a small scale, room sized data center, in 
order to study its fluid flow and heat transfer qualities.  We followed a four-part printed tutorial that 
guided us through the development process.  The instructor provided background information, further 
explained the results of our heat and fluid flow simulations, as well as provided assistance when obstacles 
where encountered.  The four main parts toward learning the program were becoming familiar with the 
GUI interface, building the room, adding obstructions under the raised floor, and studying the program 
results after running the simulations. 
  
The first half of the day was spent on Part 1, which involved navigating through windows, arranging 
toolbars, moving through the virtual, premade room, and adjusting units, or legend scales.  The goal of 
Part 1 was to become accustomed to Six Sigma’s different options and controls. 
 
Part 2 is where room construction began.  An AutoCAD drawing was imported and aligned with Six 
Sigma’s origin.  This way, all additions made to the room would line up with layers in the drawing and 
layers added through Six Sigma.  The grid size was adjusted and details such as steps, beams, a ramp, and 
columns were added.  Items put inside the room included CRACs, cabinets, and grilles. 
  
Installing obstacles against air flow was the main focus of Part 3.  Above the floor, PDUs, data cables 
running along overhead trays, and walls around the entry way were added.  Below the floor, power cables 
and chilled water pipes were added.  We also considered leakage through a few holes in the floor. 
 
The last part of the guide was primarily analytical after using the Six Sigma Rack module.  In Rack, we 
created custom-made cabinets by filling them with various networking equipment.  Then they were added 
to the symbol library for use in Six Sigma Room.  Once the proper cabinets were in the room, the 
simulation was run and temperatures were predicted.  The Room Summary view showed detailed 
information on the room regarding the cooling, power, energy efficiency, and effectiveness. 
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Finally, the instructor showed us how we could apply the method of hot and cold aisle containment to the 
sample room created in the class.  We plan to take a similar approach on the CFD models of Lab C.  This 
class was very effective in teaching us the basics of Six Sigma and provided the tools necessary for 
adjusting Cisco’s CFD models.   
 
SNMP 
 
During one evening after CFD training, Nick Kanakakorn demonstrated the process of manually reading 
temperatures through SNMP.  This required us to run a self-contained program titled, “Putty,” and then 
follow the instructions listed in a procedure listed on Cisco’s site.  We tested the method by recording a 
few IP addresses from Lab C and entering them into the putty command line interface.  Our success rate 
was three out of four, yielding the inlet and outlet temperatures from different sensor locations within 
each piece of IT equipment.  We will not be required to manually obtain these temperatures, as there is an 
automated program that performs the temperature acquisition function.  However, undergoing the manual 
and somewhat tedious process gave us useful insight on the way in which the temperatures are obtained. 
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Appendix B.  1st Law Analysis 
1st Law EES Code 
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1st Law Sample Calculation 
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1st Law Data 
68	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	   	   70	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	  
Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	   	   Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	  
4	   68.8	   64.8	   550441	   	   4	   70.8	   66.8	   552455	  
6	   69.2	   63.2	   367271	   	   6	   71.2	   65.2	   368616	  
8	   69.6	   61.6	   275685	   	   8	   71.6	   63.6	   276695	  
10	   70.0	   60.0	   220733	   	   10	   72.0	   62.0	   221542	  
12	   70.4	   58.4	   184097	   	   12	   72.4	   60.4	   184773	  
14	   70.8	   56.8	   157929	   	   14	   72.8	   58.8	   158508	  
16	   71.2	   55.2	   138302	   	   16	   73.2	   57.2	   138809	  
18	   71.6	   53.6	   123036	   	   18	   73.6	   55.6	   123487	  
20	   72.0	   52.0	   110823	   	   20	   74.0	   54.0	   111230	  
22	   72.4	   50.4	   100830	   	   22	   74.4	   52.4	   101200	  
	  
72	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	   	   74	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	  
Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	   	   Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	  
4	   72.8	   68.8	   554465	   	   4	   74.8	   70.8	   556470	  
6	   73.2	   67.2	   369958	   	   6	   75.2	   69.2	   371297	  
8	   73.6	   65.6	   277703	   	   8	   75.6	   67.6	   278709	  
10	   74.0	   64.0	   222350	   	   10	   76.0	   66.0	   223156	  
12	   74.4	   62.4	   185446	   	   12	   76.4	   64.4	   186119	  
14	   74.8	   60.8	   159086	   	   14	   76.8	   62.8	   159664	  
16	   75.2	   59.2	   139316	   	   16	   77.2	   61.2	   139822	  
18	   75.6	   57.6	   123938	   	   18	   77.6	   59.6	   124389	  
20	   76.0	   56.0	   111636	   	   20	   78.0	   58.0	   112042	  
22	   76.4	   54.4	   101570	   	   22	   78.4	   56.4	   101939	  
	  
76	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	   	   78	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	  
Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	   	   Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	  
4	   76.8	   72.8	   558470	   	   4	   78.8	   74.8	   560465	  
6	   77.2	   71.2	   372633	   	   6	   79.2	   73.2	   373965	  
8	   77.6	   69.6	   279713	   	   8	   79.6	   71.6	   280714	  
10	   78.0	   68.0	   223960	   	   10	   80.0	   70.0	   224762	  
12	   78.4	   66.4	   186790	   	   12	   80.4	   68.4	   187460	  
14	   78.8	   64.8	   160240	   	   14	   80.8	   66.8	   160815	  
16	   79.2	   63.2	   140327	   	   16	   81.2	   65.2	   140831	  
18	   79.6	   61.6	   124838	   	   18	   81.6	   63.6	   125287	  
20	   80.0	   60.0	   112447	   	   20	   82.0	   62.0	   112851	  
22	   80.4	   58.4	   102308	   	   22	   82.4	   60.4	   102676	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80	  °F	  Ambient	  Temperature	   	   Varying	  Relative	  Humidity	  at	  77	  °F	  
Delta	  T	  (F)	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	   	   Rel	  Hum	   T	  air	  in	  (F)	   T	  air	  out	  (F)	   Vdot	  (cfm)	  
4	   80.8	   76.8	   562454	   	   0.1	   80.0	   65.0	   150078	  
6	   81.2	   75.2	   375294	   	   0.2	   80.0	   65.0	   150031	  
8	   81.6	   73.6	   281713	   	   0.3	   80.0	   65.0	   149983	  
10	   82.0	   72.0	   225563	   	   0.4	   80.0	   65.0	   149936	  
12	   82.4	   70.4	   188129	   	   0.5	   80.0	   65.0	   149888	  
14	   82.8	   68.8	   161389	   	   0.6	   80.0	   65.0	   149841	  
16	   83.2	   67.2	   141334	   	   0.7	   80.0	   65.0	   149794	  
18	   83.6	   65.6	   125735	   	   0.8	   80.0	   65.0	   149746	  
20	   84.0	   64.0	   113255	   	   0.9	   80.0	   65.0	   149699	  
22	   84.4	   62.4	   103044	   	   1	   80.0	   65.0	   149658	  
	  
Varying	  Air	  Flow	  Rate	  at	  77	  °F	  
%	  Volume	   Delta	  T	  (F)	   %	  Power	  
15	   103.50	   0.34	  
20	   76.84	   0.80	  
25	   61.11	   1.56	  
30	   50.72	   2.70	  
35	   43.35	   4.29	  
40	   37.85	   6.40	  
45	   33.59	   9.11	  
50	   30.19	   12.50	  
55	   27.41	   16.64	  
60	   25.10	   21.60	  
65	   23.15	   27.46	  
70	   21.49	   34.30	  
75	   20.04	   42.19	  
80	   18.78	   51.20	  
85	   17.67	   61.41	  
90	   16.68	   72.90	  
95	   15.79	   85.74	  
100	   15.00	   100.00	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Appendix C.  HVAC Energy Analysis – EES Code 
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Appendix D.  CFD Results 
	  
Figure D1.  Mean inlet IT equipment temperatures of Lab C with cold aisle implementation.
 
Figure D2.  Mean inlet IT equipment temperatures of Lab C before modifications. 
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Figure D3.  Maximum inlet IT equipment temperatures of Lab C with cold aisle implementation.  Note that 
temperature bounds have increased. 
	  
Figure D4.  Maximum inlet IT equipment temperatures of Lab C before modifications. 
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Figure D5.  Mean outlet IT equipment temperatures of Lab C with cold aisle implementation. 
	  
Figure D6.  Mean outlet IT equipment temperatures of Lab C before modifications. 
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Figure D7.  Temperature distribution at 1 meter above floor for Lab C with cold aisle implementation. 
	  
Figure D8.  Temperature distribution at 1 meter above floor for Lab C before modifications. 
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Figure D9.  Percentage of utilized cooling load on CRAHs in cold aisle contained version of Lab C. 
	  
Figure D10.  Percentage of utilized cooling load on CRAHs in original Lab C model.  Shift in load is due to 
redistribution of IT equipment. 
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Figure D11.  Difference between plenum and ambient room pressures for Lab C with cold aisle containment. 
	  
Figure D12.  Pressure distribution for unmodified version of Lab C.  The pressure change of a few Pa is 
probably insignificant. 
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Figure D13.  Upward flow for cold aisle contained version of Lab C.  Greater variation and location of zero 
flow compared to original Lab C model. 
	  
Figure D14.  Upward flow in original model of Lab C. 
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Figure D15.  Mean inlet IT equipment temperatures for Lab C version with dense rack layout and no racks in 
Row S. 
	  
Figure D16.  Temperature distribution at 1 meter above raised floor in Lab C model with high rack density. 
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Figure D17.  Percent of cooling load available from CRAHs that is in use for the high rack density model of 
Lab C.  
  
Figure D18.  Streamline plot illustrating CRAH-supplied air distribution and flow pattern in plenum.
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